
Entrance Examination - 2016: M.Sc. Mathematics
Hall Ticket Number

Time: 2 hours
Max. Marks: 100

1.

Part A:25 Marks
Part B:75 Marks

Instructions

Write your , , Hall Ticket Number on the OMR Answer
Sheet given to'you. Also write the Hall Ticket Number in the space
provided above.

Answers are to be marked on the OMR sheet.

Please read the instructions carefully before marking your answers on
the OMR answer sheet.

Hand over the ON{R answer sheet at the end of the examination.

The question paper can be taken bv the candidate at the end of the
exarrrination.

No additional sheets will be provided. Rough work can be done in the
question paper itself/space provided at the end of the booklet.

Calculators are not allowed.

There are a total of 50 questions in PART A and PART B together.

There is a negative marking in PART A. Each correct answer
carries 1 mark and each wrong answer carries -0.93 mark.
Each question in PART A has only one comect option.

There is no negative marking in PARjT B. Each correct answer
carries 3 marks. In PARf, B some questions have more than
one correct option. All the correct options have to be marked
in OMR sheet otherwise zero marks will be credited.

The appropriate answer(s) should be coloured with either a blue or a
black ball point or a sketch pen. DO NOT USE A PENCIL,

IR denotes the set of reai numbers, C the set of complex numbers, Z
the set of integers, Q the set of rational numbers and N the set of all
natural numbers.

This book contains 10 pages including this page and excluding pages

for the rough work. Please check that your paper has all the pages.
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PART.A

1. Which of the following is an uncountable subset of lR2?

(u) {(",y) e R2 : r € Q or r *s € Q}.
(b) i(",s) e R' : r € Q and y € Q).
(.) {(r,s) € R' : r € Q or y e Q}.
(d) {(",y)e R':s€Qory2e Q}.

2. Which of the following is an unbounded subset of lR2?

(") {(r, y) e R' , 12 + a2 S tl.
(b) {(",y) e R':r+,sS1}.
(.) i(r,y) e R': lrl + lyl < t).
(d) {(",y) e R' : lrj + y2 <r}.

3. Let / ' 
R -+ lR be a twice differentiable function. Then which of the

following is true?

(a) If /(0) : 0 : ,f"(0) then //(O) :6.
(b) /isapolynomial.
(c) f is continuous.

(d) If f"(r) >0forallrinlRthen f(r)> 0forallrinlR.

4. The non-zero values for re and 11 such that the sequence defined by
the recurrence relatiofr fin*2:2rn, is convergent are

(u) ,o : 1 and rz: 7.

(b) 
"o 

: ll2 and 11 : Il4.
(c) re :l/fi and a1 :1120.

(d) none of the above.

5. The set of ali values of a for which the series i 
"\converges 

is
n=l

(a) (0, oo).

(c) (-oo, oo).

(b) (-*,01.
(d) (-1,1).

o. conside r f (r) : { l:)' tt ,J -s l 
s t, ThenI r-, otnerwNe.

(u) / is not continuous at 0.

(b) / is not continuous at 1.

(c) / is not continuous at -1.
(d) / is continuous at all points.
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7. Consider the statement ,g : "Not all students in this class are tall,,. The
statement ,S means

(a) All students in this class are short,

(b) All short students are in this class.

(c) At least one student in this class is not tall .

(d) No short student is in this class.

8. A subset ^9 of N is infinite if and only if

(a) S is not bounded below.

(b) S is not bounded above.

(c) 3n6 € N such that Vn, ) no, n € S.

(d) Va e S,1r € N such that r < o.

9. In a cyclic group of order 3b, the number of elements of order 3b is

(u) 1. (b) 4 (") 6. (d) 24.

10. Let ,4 be an n x n matrix. consider the foilowing statements.

,sr : If the rank of A is equai to n then the rank of the adjoint matrix
of .4 is also equal to rz.

,92 : If the rank of A is equal to n - 2 then the rank of the adjoint
matrix of A is also equal to n - 2.

Pick up a true statement from the following.

(u) St and ,92 are true. (b.) 51 is true but not ,S2.

(") S, is true but not ,91. (d.) Neither 51 nor ,g2 is true.

11. The locus of a point P which is at the same distance from two planes
fr+A*z:1,2:0is
(a) an unbounded set.

(b) . sphere.

(c) a pair of parallel planes.

(d) u pair of intersecting planes.

12. The value of the inregral 
t' Ot * r)d,r+ (1 + a2 + y\d,g, where

6 : {(r(t),y(t)) I n(t):2* 3cost, A(t):5 * 4sin t, 01t < 2r1,, is

(a) 0. (b) r. (.) 10n, (d) Lhr.
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13. Let v be the region which is common to the solid sphere 12 +y2 +22 < L

and the solid cylinder 12 + gr2 < 0.b. Let 0v be the boundary of
v and fi be the unit outward normal drawn at the boundary. Let
F -- (r' + z2)i + (t, - 2rr)j + @, + 2y\fr:. Then the vatue of

[ | e.fids is equal to
JJ
av

(u) 0. (b) ,1. (.) -i. (d) 7r.

14. Let fi([o, b]) be the set of all Riemann integrable functions on [a, b].

Consider the foliowing statements.

& : f e R([a,b]) whenever there exist g, h e R([_a,b]) such that
s < f sh.

Sz: f e .R([a, b]) whenever there exist two continuous functions
g,h on [a, b] such that g < f < h.

Which of the following statements is true?

(a) St and ,Sz are true. (b) ,S1 is tme but not ,S2.

(.) S, is true but not 51. (d) Neither 51 nor,S2 is true.

15. The shortest distance from the sphere 12 +y2 + z2 -2r - 4y -62*11 : 0
to the plane r + g * z :3 is equal to

(u) l/5, (b) 2J5. (c) Bl/5. (d) 4/9.

16. A solution of (r2g2 + y4 + Zr)dr * 2y(n3 * ry, + I)d,y: 0 is

(u) tt * log l*' - A'l: constant.

(b) *'A * log lr' - y'l: constant.

&) *tA + log(r2 + y2) : constant.

(d) ,A' f log(r2 *Uz): constant.

L7. Let,f,g ' lR J R, f (*) : 12, g(r): sinr. Which of the following
statements is true?

(a) / and g are uniformly continuous.

(b) / and g are not uniformly continuous.

(c) / is uniformly continuous but 9 is not.

(d) / is not uniformly continuous but 9 is uniformly continuous.

18. If .4 and B are square matrices satisSring AB : BA, det(A) : I and
det(B) : 0 then det(A382 + AzBs) ib equal to

(u) -r, (b) 0. (c) t. (d) 2
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19. Which of the following subsets are subspaces of lR.3?

(u) i(", a,z) €lR3/ Sr - a * z : 0j
(b) {(", y,z) €IR3/ 5r - y * z : -I}
(.) {(", A,z) € Rt/ 

", A jz are rationals}

(d) {(", u, z) eRu / *' + y2 + z2 : L}

20. A palindrome is a word which reads the same backward or forward (eg.
MADAM, ANNA). The number of palindromes of length 11 (eleven)
can be formed from an alphabet of K letters is equal to

(u) Ku (b) K5 (.) ( f ) (d, (f )
21. The center of the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over IR. is

(") {( 3 i) ,,, a e m} (b) {( ; 2) ,,. u}

(.){(: 3),o,aere} (d) {(: Z),,.o}
22. The set of units of the Gaussian ring {a + ib f a,b e Z} is

(a) {+1,t2}. (b) Zuiz.
(.) {" + i,b I a,b e {*1,0}}. (d) Z.

23. Group of automorphisms of (Z I nZ,*) is isomorphic to

(u) (z I 2z) x (z I 2z). (b) v,I 22.

@) z I av^ (d) z,I roz.

24. The system of equations 611 - 2*, + 2ars :1 and 3rr - 12 * ns : $

has no solution if a is equal to

(u) -5. (b) -1. (.) 1. '(d) 
5.

25. Suppose every collection of three distinct numbers from 1, 2, ...,9 is
equally likely to be selected, then

(a) the probability that the sum of the selected numbers is even is
more than the probability that the sum of the selected numbers
is odd.

(b) the probability that the sum of the selected numbers is even is
equal to the probability that the sum of the selected numbers is

odd.

(c) the probability that the pioduct of the selected numbers is even

is less rhanlf 2.

(d) the probability that the product of the selected numbers is odd is
equal lo 213.
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PAR,T.B

26. Which of the following are true?

, (u) There is a surjective function / : N -+ N x N.

(b) There is an injective function / : N x N x N -+ N.

(c) There is a bijective function / : N x N -+ N x N x N.

(d) There is a bijective function "f ' {0, 1} x N -+ N x N.

27. Lel "f ' 
IR -+ lR be u differerrtiable function such that /(1) : /(0) + 1.

Then which of the following are true?

(") f is constant.

(b) /(2) : /(1) + 1.

(") f'(r): 1 for some I in (0,1).

(a) l/'(r)l ( 1 for all r in (0,1).

28. Let P(N) : {All subsets of N}. Then which of the following are equiv-
alence relations on tr(N)?

(") A - B lf and only if lAl : lBl.
(b) A*Bif andonlyif AUB:B.
(.) A-Bif andonlyif AUB:N.
(d) A-Bif andonlyif ,4nB+O.

29. Let f (r): 13 + ar2 *br *c where a,b, c are real numbers. Suppose
c ( 0, a*b *c > -1 and a-b*c) \. Then which of thefollowing
are true?

(a) Atl roots of. f (n) are real.

(t) /(r) has one real root and two complex roots.

(c) f (*) has two roots in (-1,1).
(a) /(") has at least one negative root.

30. Suppose 7:lR3 -+ IR3 is the map ?((r1 ,rz,rs)): (2rr,n2,2ry). Then
which of the following is true?

(u) 
" 

has only two distinct eigenvalues.

(b) ker(") + {(0,0,0)}.
(.) 7 has three distinct eigenvalues.

(d) Range of ? is isomorphic to IR2.

6
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31. Consider the following statements.

oo

s, , i^-+-,-* is a convergent series.
7t loslogn)'os' o---- -------

oo^s15z : L,f"sl.st"s" is a convergent series.
n:3'"

Which of the following statements are true?

(u) St and ,S2 url tr.r.. (b) ,g1 is true but not ,S2.

(.) ,S, is true but not ,91. (d) Neither 
^g1 nor ,92 is true.

32. The functions f (z) and g(z) are such that the function

fi : (zr + uf Q))i + (zy + rf (z)) j + rys(z)ir
can be written as a gradient of some scalar function.
Pick up the possible choices for / and g from the following.

(") f (r) : z3 and eQ) : 322 .

(0 f @: o and g(z) :0.
(c) f (r): 1 and eQ) :0.
(d) /:1and 9:2.

33. If B is the radius of the circle of intersection of the sphere
fr2 +A2 * z2 -2r - 49 -62*o:0 and the plane fr+y* z:1, then
a relation between a and p is

(a) 3a +3p2:17. (b) 3a2 -392:tT.
(c) 3a2 - 302 : 67. (d) Ja * 392 : 6T.

34. Which of the foliowing sequences converge to e?

(u) (' . #)" (b) (r. ;* * * . *)
(.) ('.*)" (d) (#)"

35. For every pair of continuous functions f ,g ,lR. -+ lR., which of the
following statements are "always" true?

(a) If f (r) : sb),Yr € Q, then f (*) :9(r), Vr e IR.

(b) {" € R / f (r) : s@)} is an open subset of lR.

(c) The product of / and g is continuous.

(d) rf h(r) :{ H' 
foi s(x) l0' 

then h is continuous.

[ 0, otherwise,
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36. Let .4 and B be two n x n matrices such that rank(,A) : 2,
rank(B) : n - 1. Then which of the following are true?

(a) det(.43) :0. (b) det(B) :0
(.) rank(,AB) :n-1. (d) rank(AA):n-1.

37. Which of the following statements are true?

(a) Every finite group of even order contains at least one element of
order 2.

(b) If every subgroup of a group is normal then the group is abelian.

(c) If G is an abelian group of odd order, then r -+ 12 is an automor-
phism of G.

(d) If the elements a, b in a group have finite order then the element

ab is also of finite order.

( t f.orr€A,
38. For A c R, define xe(r) : t 0 i;;-.i';' Then Xa is Riemann

integrable over [-1, 1] if

(") A:Qn[-1,1]. (b) A:[-1, 1] \4.
(.) A:{t.1.1. }. (d)/:{+10-'lneN}.L'2'3' J

39. A solution of (n2'+ 1)'U: sinr is
t.

(") t (c,r"*rsinr * dnrn-rcosr) for some cn,dn€ lR, 1 ( n ( 3.

n:L
D

(b) t(c,,sin" r*d,ncos'r) for some cn,dn€lR, 1S n < 3.

n:l
3

(.) I (q,sin nr * d,ncosnr) for some cn,dn€ lR, 1 < n < 3.

n:I

(d) none of the above.

40. Let i o, be a divergent series of positive terms. Then it follows that
n:0

oo

(a,) I ol is also divergent.
n:0

(b) the sequence (o") does not converge to 0.

(c) the sequence (o") is not bounded.
oo

(d) L Ja" \s also divergent.
n=0
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4r' Let (o") be a sequence where all rational numbers are terms (and all
terms are rational). Then

(a) no subsequence of (a*) converges.

(b) there are uncountabry many convergent subsequences of (a,,).
(c) every limit point of (a,) is a rational number.

(d) no limit point of (a,) is a rational number.

3' B

42. Let ar(n) : lcd6"@) and yz(r) : Da,r!,(*) be comptementary

solutions to P(D)y: 0 and Q@)g: 0 respectively; where
P(D)A : (D3+a1D2+a2D+as)y and ee)a: (Ds+hDz+b2D+fu)y.
Then the general solution of P(D)e(D)y:0 is equal to

(u) a:i ("ndn+d,ilb,) (b) s: (* ^r^)(*r"")n=L

3

k)' a :L k"O'" + d,,a?,) (d) None of these.
n=L

43. The number of eiements in ,S5 whose order is 2 is

(a) 10. (b) 12. (.) zs. (d) 40.

44. Consider the following statements

s1 : There is no polynomial p(r) with integer coefiflcients such that
P(5):5and P(9):7.

,s2 : If a and p are two odd integers then o2 * 92 is not a perfect
square.

Which of the following statements are true?

(u) S, and ,92 are true. (b) ,S1 is true but not ,S2.

(.) S, is true but not ,91. (d) Neither ,g1 nor 52 is true.

45. Let A be an n x n matrix. lf. A^ : 0 for some integer rn then which of
the following statements are true?

(a) If ,4 is nilpotent then det(/ *.4) : 1.

(b) If .4 is nilpotent then An :0
(c) If every eigenvalue of ,4 is 0, then A is nilpotent.
(d) If .4 is nilpotent then every'eigenvalue of ,4 is 0.

46. The number of automorphisms of Zlt/21is

(a) 1. (b) 2. (.) 4. (d) infinity.
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47. The kernel of a ring homomorphism from R[x] to c defined by

f (X)'+ /(3 * 2i) is

(u) (X' - 6x + 13). (b) (X'+ 6X + 5)'

(c) Rlxl. (d) {0}'

48. Pick up prime elements of the ring of Gaussian integers

G : {n + ia I &,U € %} ftom the following

(a) 2. (b) 3. k) 7' (d) 13'

49. A subset S of N is said to be thick if among any 2016 consecutive

positive integers, at least one should belong to ^9' Which of these

subsets are thick?

(a) The set of the geometric progression {2, 2',2t,' ' '}'
(b) The set of the arithmetic progression {1000,2000,3000,' ' '}'
(.) {" € N/ n>20t6}'
(d) The set of all composite numbers'

50. Three students are selected at random from a class of 10 students

amongwhich4stud'entsknowCprogrammingofwhom2students
are experts. If every such selection is equally likely, then the probabil-

ity of selecting three students such that at least two of them know C

programming with at least one out of the two selected being an expert

in C programming is

(a) less thanIl4,
(b) greater than ll|b:uf less than 1/2.

(.) greater rhanll2 but less rhanSl4'

(d) greater than 314. .

10
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